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Within a rapidly changing city, Vancouver’s
Chinatown is grappling with its past and
looking toward the future

By Jane mundy

V

ancouver’s Chinatown is having an identity developers. And it almost reached a boiling point over a
crisis. While some citizens fear development and controversial redevelopment proposal. Thousands of
gentrification will put an end to its heritage, other people opposed to the 105 Keefer development voiced
people—from city planners to restaurateurs to walking their concerns at public hearings about Chinatown’s
tour operators—are trying to connect the old with the future. The development was ultimately rejected by city
council, but Chinatown isn’t just about buildings. “It’s
new, and bridge cultural and generational gaps.
It’s a balancing act. On the one hand Canada is global, about sights and smells and food spilling out onto the
sidewalk—it’s about the culture,” says UBC hislike its food. It’s salmon and sushi; dim sum
torian Henry Yu.
and maple syrup. But with an aging Chinese
While a few
traditional grocers
population, condo developments and soarYu’s roots are in Chinatown. His great
ing rents come with fears of a loss of history and barbecue shops grandfather came here in 1880s followed by
still remain, the
and culture as traditional Chinese stores—and
his grandparents, just before Chinese immajority are
with them shoppers—move away. And some
migration was cut off in the 1920s. “My parlong gone.
people say the older property owners and Chients lived in Chinatown, where my mother
nese organizations don’t welcome change, they would worked in a sweat shop as a seamstress although she
rather see storefronts in their buildings stay empty than graduated from university in China. My grandfather
rent to new businesses.
walked me around Chinatown and showed me off to
This historic neighbourhood has been making his friends, some of whom lived out their days without
news recently because it’s been under pressure from any family,” says Yu. They went to war—even though
Tourism Vancouver/ Nelson Mouellic
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they couldn’t vote—to make life better
for their children…”
Southern Chinese people first arrived in BC as early as 1788, when they
came as ship’s crew with British explorers. Over the next two centuries more
Chinese people settled here and by 1901
they comprised 10 percent of BC’s population. Early Chinese residents could
vote and purchase land. After becoming a province in 1871, however, the new
provincial government took away the
right to vote from “native Indians” and
“Chinese.” They were also segregated,
required to pay a Head Tax, excluded
from immigration and barred from civic
employment. By 1930, Chinese residents
were only five percent of the total BC
population.
Asian political agitation and racial violence culminated in a riot in Chinatown
in 1907. Because the Head Tax proved
ineffective to stop the Chinese from
coming, Vancouver’s mayor and council passed a motion advocating that the
federal government legally bar “Asiatics”
from entering Canada.
The Chinese Exclusion Act was passed
in 1923, and severely limited Chinese
immigration. According to the 1941 census, the majority of the 29,000 Chinese
men living in Canada were married with
wives and children left behind in China.
The Exclusion Act also barred them from
sponsoring their family’s immigration
to Canada. Despite the Exclusion Act’s
repeal in 1947, it caused long term suffering and despair. A City of Vancouver
report last October notes that as late as
the 1970s, Vancouver’s Chinatown still
contained elderly Chinese men who
were affected by the Exclusion Act, living
out their solitary days in single-resident
rooms. Henry Yu likely met some of
those men.
Despite Chinese Canadian volunteers
who fought in both World Wars, the City
of Vancouver didn’t grant municipal voting rights to the Chinese until 1949. The
loss of voting rights meant the Chinese
were also denied the right of entry into
professional associations such as law,
medicine and engineering.
Henry Yu is part of an advisory committee that has worked on the city’s
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the traditional business and dad made
“Historical Discrimination Against Chithe more fashion-forward pants. My
nese People in Vancouver” initiative that
94-year-old mom was the first Chineserecommended the city of Vancouver forCanadian RN in Vancouver. They were
mally apologize for past actions, such
pioneers; my father and his generation
as municipal bylaws that discriminated
paved the way for me and the next genagainst Chinese immigrants up until the
eration.
mid-20th Century.
“The city’s apology is way overdue for
City councillor Raymond Louie moved
my parents’ generation—our elders are
the motion to make the apology of recontrying to figure out how to get out of bed.
ciliation this April. He says it has nothing
But I hope it’s a first step and that acto do with 105 Keefer—12 storeys with
tions, such as a Legacy or heritage projust 25 units of social housing promgram, will follow. I believe the City of
ised—which he initially approved. But
Vancouver wants to make a positive difthe council’s rejection came after hearference, but it also wants to build more
ing from the Chinese community. For intowers and make the city greener.”
stance, at one public meeting King-mon
Maxwell goes to some parts of ChinaChan connected the development protown that most visitors don’t see—she
posal to the racism of the past. “How can
has the keys to Association Buildings,
reconciliation happen as working class
with names such as Mah and Wong
Chinese people are being marginalized
engraved into the exterior stone, along
by gentrification in Chinatown by market
with the founding dates. “These associahousing projects?” Chan says.
tions helped people with the same last
“This apology shows that discriminaname to settle here, mainly young men
tion of any kind has no place in Vancoufrom southern China. They bridged the
ver’s present and future,” says Louie. “I
language gap,” says Maxwell.
remember discrimination first-hand.
We walk up three flights of marble
Schoolyard bullies told me to go back
stairs to the second floor of the Chin
to where I came from, even though I
Wing Chun building and enter a time
was born in Vancouver. As a young boy,
warp. Mostly elderly Chinese people
I was told to ‘forget Chinese, you’re in
are playing mahjong or reading ChiCanada now.’ My parents had a bakery
nese newspapers. More than a century
in the 1960s and we sold cookies in Chiago, these rooms housed many new imnatown’s stores, but they were fearful if I
migrants. “After the Second World War
spoke with an accent.”
they became community centres for the
Back then, most people didn’t think
elderly,” explains Maxwell as a
about loss of history and culgroup of women stop playing
ture. As for the formal apolMany building
and warmly greet her, like one
ogy, Louie admits many elders
owners in the area
of their clan.
have moved on, and it’s too
have been reluctant
to upgrade their
We step into another room
late for others. “And it won’t
properties or lease
that once held association
mean much to new immito non-traditional
meetings, with ancestral phogrants with Chinese descent.
businesses.
tos lining the walls. The balAnd there are some radicals
cony overlooks Pender Street.
who believe there is too much
“This is the best spot to watch the Chienergy being placed on apologies and
nese New Year parade,” says Maxwell,
reconciliation in general,” says Louie.
“and you get a different perspective of
“But what we do with this action is most
the buildings.”
important.”
At the Yue Shan Society, mahjong tiles
At the beginning of her Historical Chiare clacking as women are chatting and
natown Tours, local historian Judy Lam
men are reading Chinese newspapers.
Maxwell displays on her iPad archival
There’s a ping-pong table and chess
photos going back more than 100 years.
boards and we’re offered coffee. “Elders
“This is Bill Wong who ran ‘Modernize
appreciate me bringing visitors inside
Tailors’ on West Pender with his brother.
and showing their traditions,” says MaxThey both had engineering degrees but
well. As we walk along West Pender,
weren’t allowed to practice,” she says,
Maxwell talks about the importance of
flipping to a photo of their anniversary
making Chinatown welcoming and afcake, dated 1913 to 2013. “Bill worked
right up until he died at age 95 last year.” fordable for seniors, and they in turn will
be part of a thriving community. “Van“My dad and uncle Jack ran the boucouver’s Chinatown Foundation is turntique section of the tailor shop,” says Steing buildings into social housing. They
ven Wong. “My grandfather—Bill—ran
Tourism Vancouver/Nelson Mouellic
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The 100 Block of East
Pender Street, 1961.

V.J. Day Parade, 1945.

Parade in Chinatown, 1936.
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The 1929 Convention of the Kuo
Min Tang Chinese Nationalist
League of Canada, taken in front of
296 East Pender Street.

A nighttime view down Pender
Street in the 1970s.

Scenes from
more than 100
years of Chinatown history.
The 500 block of
Carrall Street in 1909.

Ming’s Restaurant
at 147 East
Pender Street
in the 1970s.
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1. A rooming House on Keefer Street.
2. Playing mahjong upstairs at the
Chin Wing Chun building. 3. Barbecue
duck is a big seller. 4. A new neon
sign for Sai Woo Restaurant 5. Catching up on the News upstairs at the
Yue Shan Society. 6.The Lim Sai Har
Association, built in 1903, recently
renovated to its original façade.
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recently bought the May Wah rooming
house for low-income residents—if they
didn’t buy it a developer would have,”
says Maxwell. Until recently, clan associations rented rooms for low-income
seniors, some of whom paid about $300
a month.
We pop into Beijing Trading, billed as
a health food store but it mainly sells
traditional Chinese medicines. “Many
people come here for consultations by
two resident doctors and to get prescriptions filled,” says Maxwell. Many of those
prescriptions include dried ginseng (and
there’s a long row of many varieties displayed) and traditional herbs.
Next up is the Jack Chow Insurance

Building, famously known for its narrowness, at six feet deep, and its recent
renovation with flashy neon lights. What
isn’t widely known is how the Chow
family was left with the “shallowest commercial building in the world.”
The original lot that is now 8 West Pender was bought by Chang Toy, who came
as a labourer to BC in 1874, became a
successful businessman and bought the
empty lot in 1903. But in 1912 the City of
Vancouver decided to use its power of
expropriation to take the property.
“The city wanted to straighten the
street that is now Pender, and so they
took Chang Toy’s land away for the
public good, giving him what they determined was fair market value,” says
Henry Yu. “He had no say. They didn’t
need the last six feet on the edge of his
property, so left him a useless sliver with
no value. As an act of protest, Chang Toy
put up a building on that narrow piece of
land anyway, so that the thinness of the
building itself would serve as a reminder
of the treatment of Chinese as secondclass members of Vancouver society.”
“Look at the Jack Chow Insurance
building across the street,” says Maxwell.
“The second floor was boarded up, so
they only had to pay taxes on two floors
of the three-storey building,” she says,
laughing. Looking up again, this time to
the lamp posts—red for Chinatown and
green past the Gate. “Every Chinatown
has a gate, and this one is called 1,000
Happiness Gate, or Millennium Gate,”
adds Maxwell. The characters on the east
side remind onlookers to, “Remember
the past and look forward to the future.”
“I’m more hopeful about Chinatown’s
future than I was a year ago,” says Ali
Butcher with Tour Guys, a walking tour
Jane mundy X7

livelihoods as a result of the city’s action.
company. We’re on East Pender Street,
Today several women own and operate
where non-Chinese businesses such
restaurants in Chinatown. Salli Pateman
as Propaganda Coffee and Space Lab
re-opened Sai Woo a few years ago (it
share the block with Zhao Mah Bakery
originally opened in 1925) and respectand Dollar Meat Shop. “There’s been a
ing the past, she installed a fabulous
wave of non-Chinese businesses moving
neon sign.
in, and that’s great. We need to preserve
this area but at the same time not keep
When Carol Lee opened Chinatown
it as a museum,” says Butcher, who has
BBQ last year she hired staff from the
been showing visitors around ChinaDaisy Garden that burned down, hontown for a decade. “Here’s the hipster
ouring the older residents and workers.
block with a vegan supply store, art galShe has paid them salaries, encouraged
lery and vintage ‘lifestyle’ store. People
them to hone niche techniques, keep reare setting up shop, but they aren’t sellcipes and not leave the area. She’s also reing steamed buns and dried shrimp. We
viving Foo’s Ho Ho, which opened in 1954
get sentimentally attached to the past,
and closed in 2014. It was one of the first
but they were ghettoes.”
Cantonese restaurants that non-Chinese
Since the 1960s, Brad Gough and his
began to patronize as racist attitudes softfamily had dinner in Chinatown every
ened after the Second World War.
weekend. He has seen it change from an
Tannis Ling owns the popular Bao Bei
entertainment district to a derelict dead
and award-winning Kissa Tanto. “I’ve
zone in the ’80s and ’90s, on the heels of
loved Chinatown since I was a kid. My
Woodward’s closing and the
parents took us here in
opening of the International
the ’80s for dim sum and
Village Mall. A time when
I remember all the neon
the neon signs started to
signs,” says Ling. “When
The
flicker out and nobody reI moved here eight years
Issues
paired them.
ago there were only a few
issue�
“So much neon made
barbecue shops and ChiChinatown great. It seemed
nese cafes but they slowly
to have no rules or reguladisappeared—there were a
tions and there were nightlot of empty storefronts. But
clubs,” says Gough. “My parents went to
now, Chinatown has revitalized; there’s
the Marco Polo, the Bamboo Terrace and
more life and energy with a good mix of
the Way Inn. Now it’s zoned for families
passionate business owners. We must be
and you have to turn down the music—
open to change.”
there are so many regulations that young
There’s nothing remotely Chinese
people don’t want to live here. Every
about Propaganda Coffee, except the
neighbourhood needs a butcher, a baker
owners. “When we opened three years
and a candlestick maker.”
ago it was risky, but we saw younger
We stroll along Keefer Street, past
people coming here and saw the potenempty storefronts with generic doors.
tial—now I’m not so worried,” says co“With all these empty buildings, why
owner William Wang. “As for the future,
can’t the city allow young people to creI think the city and the developers must
ate pop-ups? Why can’t people get a tax
compromise to attract new business, and
break to put up neon signs?” says Gough,
it doesn’t have to be Chinese.”
who believes that Chinatown should be
Henry Yu concurs, somewhat. “Just like
international, but at the same time busia food court needs a good mix, we also
nesses should give a nod to Asian design
need to manage the change. And there’s
wherever possible, whether a lantern or a
a sea change in how we understand
bamboo planter. “Everything and everyheritage. In the ’70s it meant buildings,
one should respect the neighbourhood.”
but it’s really about street life, food and
smells and the sound of people playing
mahjong.
A Municipal Act in 1919 enacted by the
“As for the apology, you can’t change
provincial government forbade Chinese
the past. You can recognize the past and
restaurants from employing “white waitthose who helped change it. What Chinaresses.” When the City started enforcing
town means is a symbol of a long history
the act strictly in 1937, white waitresses
of racism, but more importantly, a symbol
held a public march outside City Hall in
of Canada overcoming that racism. And
opposition. These low-income women
we are a city of reconciliation.”
were ignored by City Hall and lost their

Bc’s other
remaining
Chinatowns
Victoria When gold brought the first
Chinese people to Victoria they set
up tents and shacks where Johnson
Street currently runs. They settled
mainly where Fisgard Street is today,
but from the 1920s until the 1970s the
Chinese community in Victoria gradually declined. Then the 1980s brought
renewal: The Gate of Harmonious
Interest was constructed to recognize
and preserve Victoria’s Chinese heritage; a care facility for elderly people
was built; clubs to teach Chinese
culture to children were formed, and
buildings bordering Fan Tan Alley
were redeveloped into artists’ studios
and workshops. Victoria’s Chinatown
remains one of the city’s most popular
attractions.
Barkerville The “gold mountain
dream” led about 3,000 southern
Chinese migrants to Barkerville. After
the Gold Rush waned and the railway
was built, many Chinese were forced
to return to China or to find work
elsewhere, such as restaurants and
laundries. But some survived in BC
by mining small quantities of gold in
the Fraser Canyon and they settled in
some gold rush towns like Barkerville.
Today, this historic town boasts
the largest collection of pre-railway
Chinese buildings in North America,
along with a ton of archives. Here are
100 original and 21 reconstructed
buildings, including Lee Chong
Mercantile—the oldest ethnic Chinese
structure in Canada.
KEY
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